
 

UNDERSTANDING THE BOOK OF REVELATION

FALL 2017 | SESSION #1 

I. INTRODUCTION: WHY WE SHOULD STUDY THIS BOOK? 
A.  BECAUSE  IT  REMAINS  __________________  AND  AT  TIMES  PROVEN  TO  BE 

__________________.  We need to understand this book because it is regularly used 
by various groups to justify various political, social, economic and religious attitudes 
and actions.

B.  BECAUSE OF THE BOOK’S _______________________: The book openly claims to be a 
revelation (a drawing back of the curtain) from the resurrected Jesus himself and is 
stationed both physically and biblically as the “famous last words” of Jesus. To the 
Christian it is sacred Word Of God.

C.  BECAUSE OF ITS _________________ POWER: We should study Revelation because it has 
proven to be an enduring help to generations of Jesus followers – especially in times 
of confusion, despair and suffering.

D.  WE SHOULD STUDY IT  FOR THE __________________ OF OTHERS!  Finally, we should 
study  Revelation  for  the  sake  of  others  who  live  with  us  in  our  confusing  and 
endangered world. Revelation has to do with the ultimate question of the earth and 
humanities destiny. 

E.  SO WHY DON’T WE STUDY IT? 
1.  A Students Summation:

2.  It is safe to suggest that Revelation is:

F.  MY AIM AND APPROACH FOR OUR CLASS? 

II. GETTING STARTED— THE INTERPRETER’S QUESTIONS: Who, when, where, what and 
why questions must be asked as we study any book and especially with this one.

A. WHO:  WHO WROTE REVELATION? 
1. John: Hebrew name –Yohannan, meaning ––“__________________________.”

— Most scholars believe John was: 

a) Eugene Peterson observes that John is clearly a man “whose entire mind is saturated 
with thoughts of God, his whole being staggered by a vision of God.” … God is “known 
and contemplated, and adored.” (Reversed Thunder pgs. 3-4)

2. John describes himself as a “a brother and companion in suffering” with those that he writes 
to. We know (v.1:9) that he is on the island of Patmos “because of the testimony of Jesus.”  
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3. John the ______________________!
Rev.  10:11  “  Then I  was  told,  “You must  prophesy  again  about  many peoples,  nations, 
languages and kings.” 

Rev. 22:6  “The angel said to me, “These words are trustworthy and true. The Lord, the God 
who inspires the prophets, sent his angel to show his servants the things that must soon take 
place.”

4. John the Prophetic ______________________________!
a) His writing and purpose is: 

b) Revelation for the most part is in  __________________ forms.
“The one great poem which the first Christian age produced.” ––Wendle Berry (Reversed Thunder)

c) Implication? 

–– Eugene Peterson thinks that many of the “misreading, misinterpretations, and misuse of the book” 
are do to our failure at this point. (Reversed Thunder)

d) John writes with the prophetic pastoral intent of ____________________ (strengthening 
the courage)  the discouraged;  _____________ the afflicted;  and _________________ 
(warning, exhorting, rebuking) wrong minded attitudes and the actions that flow from 
those attitudes, in the day-to-day lives of his readers. 

1Cor.14:3  “But the one who prophesies speaks to people for their strengthening, 
encouraging and comfort.”

e) Several  John’s have been suggested,  only 2 are convincing.  He is  either  John 
___________________ or the John who wrote _________________________________

B. WHEN? —> THE ISSUE OF DATE

1. WHEN? Two primary choices are offered by scholars NT scholarship. Both have 
suitable historical events for the background and allusions in Revelation 
a) During the  reign of  _____________________ AD 54-68.  –– A mere 20-35 

yrs. after Jesus earthly life.
b) During  the  reign  of  _____________________ AD 81-96 ––  A mere  48–63 

yrs. after Jesus earthly life.

C. WHAT: WHAT KIND OF LITERATURE IS REVELATION

1. REVELATION IS COMPOSED OF  _______________ LITERARY STYLES

John’s favored books to quote? Exodus, Psalms, Isaiah, Daniel, Ezekiel; Jeremiah, and Zechariah. 
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• ALL  COHERENTLY  CRAFTED  TOGETHER:  Bauckham  calls  it,  “one  of  the 
greatest theological achievements of early Christianity.”  

2. OVERALL IT IS STRUCTURED AS A ______________________!
 (1:4 is in a conventional form of letter opening and 22:21 is a conventional closing.)

• 1:4 “John, to the seven churches in the province of Asia: Grace and peace to 
you from him who is, and who was, and who is to come, … and 22:21 “The 
grace of the Lord Jesus be with God’s people. Amen.”

• Chapters 2-3, of Revelation is an extended introduction to the recipients of 
John’s writing, were he writes 7 brief letters to the 7 Jesus communities in 
Asia. This is the most “normal” part of the book to modern readers.

3. THE DOMINANT SECTION [Ch. 4–22:5] is primarily composed of a writing form 
known as   __________________________. Thus the sub-title: The Apocalypse.

a) Apocalyptic  literature  was  written  in  a  form,  characterized  by  its  use  of 
dynamic imaginative images, and numbers with “hidden” significance. 

b) WHAT’S STRIKING AND PERPLEXING! 

c) Biblical  Apocalyptic  writings  deal  with  the  theme  of  the  two  dynamic 
ages: the present age of our world and the age to come. Biblical Apocalyptic 
writings  speak  to  the  theme  of  the  end  of  the  world  as  we  know  it,  but 
ultimately it speaks of the indestructible quality of the Judeo-Christian vision 
and hope for the creation and humanity.

4. THE BOOK STATES IT IS ___________________________LITERATURE. 

a) TWO FOCUSES TO THE PROPHETIC.

b) Dr.  Larry Hurtado states,  “Beware of  seeing Revelation as  a  mere book of 
predictions.   It  is  far  more than a  newsreel  of  coming attractions.   It  is  a 
profound analysis of human history.  Revelation is how the world looks to a 
man or woman in the Spirit.”

D. WHAT THE BOOK IS & IS NOT? 

1. Revelation offers nothing new! “Everything in the Revelation can be found in the 
previous 65 books of the Bible.” (Reversed Thunder)

2. Yet it seems so new!  John like a fine mosaic craftsman takes hundreds (420) of 
OT and NT images and allusions and recasts them into a new and striking image, 
like creating a mosaic.
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3. The  Gospel  is  complete  before  Revelation  is  written.   But  in  and  through 
Revelation John declares  it  to  us  in  a  gripping new way.   This  is  what  causes 
Peterson to call it the “5th Gospel.”  

4. Because it is not “new” information the reader need not read it for information 
but  rather  in  order  to  be kept  spiritually  awake.   Being “awake” is  one of  the 
themes of the 7 letters that open the book. 

5. Finally, Reunderline Revelation Has A Historical Context!

• This means we as 20th century readers must be thoughtfully suspect of those 
who attempt to read back into the book thoroughly modern ideas.  To do so is 
to do injustice to the book. 

• Some have seen in this book, “Night hawk copters” and “soldiers flying with 
jet packs firing laser guns in war.” –– What is taking place is an attempt to 
take  unfamiliar  images  in  our  setting  and  make  them  fulfillments  of  the 
unfamiliar  images  in  Revelation.  What  we  need  to  do  is  to  attempt  to 
understand  what  those  images  would  most  likely  have  meant  to  the  first 
readers and then ask, “How can we apply Revelation’s message to our lives in 
the here and now?   

6. Summing Up: The Book’s Nature and Purpose.  
Revelation is an apocalyptic prophetic pastoral message, imbedded in the form of 
a circular letter to seven churches in Asia Minor. Its purpose is to encourage and 
guide its readers, who are facing an increasingly hostile world because of their 
love  and  following  Jesus  the  Christ,  to  boldly  live  their  lives  in  light  of  the 
victory of Jesus over the powers of sin, darkness, and death.

III. WHAT IS REVEALED AND TO WHOM IS IT REVEALED? THE REVELATION OF 
JESUS & THE 7 CHURCHES (CHAPTERS 1–3)
A. The Text: Chapter 1:1–8

Rev. 1:1   The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show his servants 
what must soon take place. He made it  known by sending his angel to his servant 
John,   2  who  testifies  to  everything  he  saw  --that  is,  the  word  of  God  and  the 
testimony  of  Jesus  Christ.    3  Blessed  is  the  one  who  reads  the  words  of  this 
prophecy, and blessed are those who hear it and take to heart what is written in it, 
because the time is near.    4 John, To the seven churches in the province of Asia: 
Grace and peace to you from him who is,  and who was, and who is to come, and 
from the seven spirits before his throne, 5 and from Jesus Christ, who is the faithful 
witness, the firstborn from the dead, and the ruler of the kings of the earth. To him 
who loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood, 6 and has made us to be a 
kingdom and priests to serve his God and Father --to him be glory and power forever 
and ever! Amen.  7 Look, he is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, 
even those who pierced him; and all the peoples of the earth will mourn because of 
him. So shall it be! Amen.   8  "I am the Alpha and the Omega," says the Lord God, 
"who is, and who was, and who is to come, the Almighty.”
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B. REVELATION?

1. DEFINING  REVELATION:  Apokalypsis  in  its  plainest  meaning  is  to  uncover 
something that is hidden, like pulling back the curtain to reveal what is hidden 
on the stage. –– In the NT the word carries the idea of divine truths unknown to 
humanity, being revealed through supernatural means. (G. Ladd)

2. THE PATHWAY OF REVELATION –– FROM HERE TO THERE: A revelation  from Jesus 
Christ —> given by “God,” (______________________________________) —> to Jesus 
(the Father’s servant) —> revealing to Jesus’ servants events that must soon take place —> 
made it know to his servants by sending an angel (_______________)  —> to his human 
servant (John) —> who testifies to what he saw  “that is the word of God and the testimony 
of Jesus Christ.”

C. THE FIRST BEATITUDE’S THEME 

D. THE SEVEN CHURCHES OF ASIA

1.  The Number 7? Its significance? 

2. The Greeting and the Two-fold Blessing:  

3. The Blessing Givers:  

E. REVELATION’S TEACHING OF THE ____________________________

1. WHOSE SIDE IS JESUS ON?

2. THE CONJOINING OF GOD & JESUS IN REVELATION (1:8, 17-18; 21:6; 22:13)

3. GOD’S VOICE: GOD ONLY ____________________ TWICE IN THE ENTIRE BOOK. 

4. “GOD THE ALMIGHTY?”

a) THE THEME: God is active and in ultimate control, in spite of the appearance of the 
world’s powers being in control. 
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